
is there not only no reason to restrict ourselves to a narrow model that
only works for a few people – although some might feel more strongly
about that than others – but also good reason to appreciate the wealth that
unfolds beyond our ignorance.

There  so  is  a  statement  in  the  extensive  Introduction  that  has
bothered  me  for  a  while.  It  is  the  last  sentence  prior  to  Part  2  on
emancipation (page 137);  And by ‘bothered’  I  mean some … weird …
begging for me to delete or retract it. Which so opens an inner dialogue
where I argue with that begging … and I’m not quite sure what it is or
where it comes from. I however don’t think it’s a happy place!
And yea. I could – squeezing an eye shut – be convinced to remove that
statement;  Because  in  the  abstract  I’m “pro  child-abuse”.  Theoretically
speaking. So, maybe this begging is just the result of an inner weakness.
But still I couldn’t just remove it. It contains a fundamental truth – and
were  I  to  remove it,  I’d  have to  replace  it  by  something that  is  more
elaborate.
So is there a brand of politics then … which is, on the one hand, utterly
incapable of producing any kind of good politics for their citizens. And on
the other hand – they are … with one … hand … in “the honey pot” of
child-abuse. Sure they say they believe in God … but … it sure doesn’t
inspire confidence. And I’m not sure how blinded by their own nonsense
one has to be … to align with that.

Now, if you have a hard time handling the controversies of my writings –
just understand this sentiment that I’m putting forth here. Whether you
believe that I’m serious about it or not … doesn’t matter. Democracy is, at
the end of the day, a core tenet of my conviction.

I’m  certainly  not  going  to  be  a  religious  douchebag  trying  to
convince you otherwise.

So is it said that I Worship Misogyny – and that is certainly true to the full
extent – ignoring the rotten nonsense. And with that removed, we can
even crank it up to 11. At least in the idea.

Like … what else would a Fuckslut do?
An integral to it is a voluntary – or semi-voluntary – degradation.

That  would be  our motives – as we are  not  the  ones to  dominate the
intercourse. But so does Misogyny have no part in producing it. Its part is
to exploit that. That’s the idea at least.
And that … well … one has to hand it to God! I mean, as … to receive
what only He can give – or add to that. And if He can’t give it … or won’t
… it’s probably not there to be had.

So, making people do things that they don’t want to do – is virtually, or
physically, locking them into a cell. So, people may find justifications for
that. But when done wrong, that comes with serious problems!

Like … here’s a thing. There’s that song that goes like “Go, sing it on the
mountains,  over  the  hill  and  everywhere  ...”  -  and  …  I’m  under  the
impression that it is a central tune to Christianity, overall a happy one that
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I would so assume that some use Avatars to express themselves, others to
hide themselves.  The  proper selection and utility of an Avatar,  say – in
form of a Profile image – might be a bit of an art on its own. Like, at the
end of the day, these thingies extend beyond one’s own – becoming part of
the scenery. And maybe it takes a certain kind of person to take delight in
such foolery.

So is diversity also more than just a bunch of colors and assets one
might coat themselves with. There is depth to it – some of it more abstract
than others. And here so … depth in a very … way … certainly more like a
4th Dimension. 
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So do I at times take some peculiar delight in seeing myself through the
Lens of this:
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Godhood.  And  these  wouldn’t  be  Avatars,  because  I  wouldn’t  act  or
present myself through them – as much as they merely exist as parts of
me.
So, if  an Avatar is effectively a likeness of a kind, disjointed from their
context and appropriated by the individual – these … Proxies of mine …
are aspects of  mine appropriated by(/given to)  an artist  and conjoined
with a fictional context.

And so was I here thinking of highlighting that – though ended up merely
giving  some  bullet  points  as  to  why  I  would  think  that.  Though  in
actuality … it would be easier for me to just say it. To impose it as such.

For …
here’s the thing:

Playing this whole thing out, only leaves me with one conclusion.
And that conclusion ‘follows’ the fact – which is conclusive prior to

it having been drawn by me. But, let me preface this little tale like so:

You are compelled to believe what I’m telling you – and
I’m obligated to amaze you with what that entails. People

are compelled to read my words to find the truth – and
narratives that obscure the reality of things are jarring.

What is  contained within this statement is,  that  there is  a  certain half-
arsedness to me pretending like these are just Avatars, when I instead have
grounds to believe that they are not. So would I then move on to pose my
hypothesis – and subsequently people were free to challenge that.  And
throughout  the  days  and  month  –  possibly  years  –  I’ve  faced  that
challenge. Thought about it.  Tried to be sensitive,  reflected,  reasonable.
Some might say that it’s an intrinsic part to some kind of dignity that is
inherent to my Character. But were you to believe that my hypothesis is
true,  you  would  have  to  understand  that  there  are  also  limits  to  my
patience.  And  that  rather  than  having  patience,  I  have  a  disdain  for
Bullshit.  But so, rather than just implying the foregone conclusion; The
truth thereof has to stand so the conclusion may follow. And how would
that … happen? Take shape?

Well – through some kind of self-fulfilling prophecy. I say it – and the
divine truth thereof manifests itself accordingly. So I  take ownership of
myself – as it were – and use my divine standing to MAKE the truth speak
for me. Albeit it being only indirectly so – what matters is that it is just as
though. And there is no need to properly define it – as the truth, the living
one,  always  extends  beyond  what  words  could  capture.  Generally
speaking.

So is there the centered statement on this page. What is it’s truth? Is it an
observation? Is it an opinion? Or maybe a conclusion? Well – it is what I
felt  ought to  be true;  Presented so that the divine can MAKE it true –
pivotally radiating through and anchored to those words.
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And  thus,  you  could  call  it  a  spell.  And  that  may  present  a  kind  of
conundrum to you. So, asking: Can you trust anything I’m telling you?

When you do, you will know!

Not fair? Well, let me try it this way:
I am a Goddess. I am THE Goddess and THE Queen.
Or should it rather say:

I AM THE Goddess.?
I AM … the lesser I AM.

And compare that to: I am no Goddess. I’m merely a Servant to the Divine
Throne – and I am come to you with a Message from the LORD.

Nor am I THE Queen, I do not come with authority – but to pass on
Wisdoms that I acquired.

And the odd part is, sortof, that humility is real. So am I not here to play
Goddess – but to be a force for Good. 

But, it does add a whole other layer to the words: Believe me!

But so is this. Let’s … call it a vibe.
And inspiration  proposes,  that  things that  burden you will  stop

doing so once you stowed them away properly.  Some things you may
have to let go of – and other things you may have to acquire – before you
can do so, sometimes … and if you don’t think that God can help you,
you’re wrong!

But  yes.  I  hope  that  I  could  make  a  compelling  case  for  my position
concerning Liliana Vess. To say that she is me, rather than that I am her.

So, in a sense I’m posing as her – but in a sense, that’s also most of
what she is! A pose! A vessel that may be filled with meaning. And the
story here is that I’m not yielding. Rather am I leaning into my scorn; Yet
more so am I enabling God to back me up on this.

So is  there  the  thing,  that  I  –  as per  my Clarity – am stepping into a
narrative that leaves my standing in the Heavens maybe a bit ambiguous;
Or so – once you take me by my word, there is a given uncertainty about
it. And the idea here is, that God will carry the missing truth of it into you,
regardless of whether you’re Baptized or in the Ninedom or not. To so
have a baseline – relative to my Otherlore outside of any Clarity related
concerns – to then for instance be able to relate to Clarity with … well … a
little bit more nuance.

Yes, Nuance is dead – I brought it back as a Zombie – and now the Joke is
complete.

And this is effectively it. What follows – is mostly just for flavor. Give or
take. So, to come to the closing bit – a part of this story is, that the Fallen
Angel I am has BIG dreams. Maybe too big for this world to handle, even.
Certainly too big, if by world you mean this unenlightened Mess.
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But in the meantime, I’m looking forward to Street Fighter 6.

At the end of the day I settled with the potential for Growth – to say “OK”
because … there’s probably not much better that I could do with my time.
Or have done.

Was it enough? Is there an end? Either way, now is now – and I don’t
know how much more any better would be like.

So, chances are I’d have to change my approach to things. I mean, I
would like to think that I’m done – but apparently I won’t find rest until
IT is done. And maybe there isn’t much rest to be had anyway; As so far
there’s  always  been  another  mountain  to  climb.  So,  who  knows?  But
looking forward – has always turned out to be the way. To say that there’s
a kind of dream … that’s just like giving up. And I can’t do that. At least
so  far  I  couldn’t.  But  I  also  don’t  know  where  to  from  here.  There’s
nothing of substance left to write about. At least … it seems that way. But
who knows?

I don’t! Not yet!
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And so was Nicol Bolas defeated on his attempt to invade Ravnica. But before
Bolas could end Liliana’s life – Gideon … one of the Gatewatch … had cast his
shield upon her – saving hers on the cost of his own.

This she did not expect. And so, as the tides had turned, she fled. Escaping to a
Plane named Stryxhaven where she signed up as a Professor at a school for Mages.
She took on a new name; And tried to leave her old life behind; Re-evaluating
what to make of it.

But … apparently she just wasn’t good at it. A new void had emerged in her
heart – and so she took it upon herself to find a way to bring Gideon back from
the dead.
Life had humbled her, Gideon had humbled her – and now, the answers to her
questions would do so as well; As there apparently was no good way to do what
she had set her mind to.

THE END
OF THE OFFICIAL STORY SO FAR

She wasn’t used to this. Up until now, all she ever had to do was to reach out for
what she wanted. As Death itself. But now … . She didn’t understand.

Questions. It wasn’t that she didn’t like them. The opposite may have been
the case. Rather than tormenting the Multiverse,  they allowed her to torment
herself.  She  didn’t  understand  how  Gideon  could  have  given  his  life  for  her.
Hadn’t she done enough to keep other’s away from her? Didn’t he know who she
was? “The Harbinger of Death”? What made him think that it was a good idea to
save her? And there certainly was no point in thinking about it. It was too late,
and yet she couldn’t stop.
Was she falling in Love?

Or was she just being silly? Well – she was silly for sure. She had kept
people away from her – unable to trust anyone or anything. But what Gideon had
done certainly spoke of a different reality. One she didn’t want to see. Or couldn’t
see. But now it was revealed.

In the past she had always looked down on him. Jayce … could have known her –
she felt. Nothing to hide there. Ajani she respected because he was successful at
what she had hoped to become. But Gideon was just painfully uninteresting to
her. But now she had a glimpse of what was beyond that facade and it ached her.
For the first time in her life she felt … like a Woman. Like she could Love and be
Loved. She found someone she could trust, or have trusted. Someone even, she
could give herself to. But it was too late. And of course it was. She wouldn’t have
allowed it any other way.

And a sadness and turmoil overcame her that could ignite her spark all
over  again.  Angry  at  herself  and  the  universe,  tears  running  from  her  eyes,
thinking over what could have been or what should have been. What she should
or could have done.
It consumed her and she grew more and more enraged. Confused about what to
feel and mocked by the meaninglessness of her life.

In a fit she Planeswalked from Plane to Plane. Hideouts, Beautiful Vistas, Barren
Wilds … it only made sense to her, that she was in Love. For that was the cruel
Life she knew.
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THE STORY OF

LILIANA VESS
ACCORDING TO ME

Being one of the older Planeswalkers, she has always been an Outcast. Her Spark
ignited  following  a  failed  attempt  to  Cure  her  Brother  –  something  that  has
haunted her ever since.

She was different to the other Planeswalkers she knew.
While they had goals and ambitions, plans and agendas, something to do,

something to keep them going, she had none of that. Only the pain. That instead
of being the Healer she wanted to be, she was the Queen of Undeath. And so this
bitterness raged within her heart. It defined her. It filled her being – and all she
knew to do was to lean into it. As to plunge herself into a cursed knife. So she
traversed the Planes to own the one thing that she had – to grow in Strength.

Death was her Friend. Her only true Companion.

Eventually she met the Gatewatch. A Group of  Planeswalkers that had sworn
themselves to a higher cause – and having no grounds to deny that, she joined
them.  Maybe  even  befriending  them,  though  deep  inside  she  wouldn’t  allow
anyone close to her. And without any strong investment in their cause, she would
prioritize her own pursuit over theirs.
At the heart of it, she didn’t believe in her own Good. Surely was the Gatewatch
composed of capable Planeswalkers – and to pretend as though she had anything
to offer made her sick.

All her life – up unto then and for what followed – has been a pursuit to
fill the hollow of her Heart. Some would accuse her of being power hungry – and
that would have been fine for her. She however did not care.
After she had formed Pacts with Demons – she turned against them. Yet rather
than longing for Power, it was only her black heart that only knew to consume
what she set her mind on consuming.

And so – when Nicol Bolas called upon her, to spearhead his conquest of Ravnica,
she agreed. The Pacts she had made bound her  to him; And so there she was.
Stepping  through  Bolas’  Portal  onto  Ravnica  –  an  Army  of  Undead  at  her
command.

She had agreed  under  the  condition  that  those  who remained indoors
would be spared. But Bolas’ overstepping of that condition wasn’t the only thing
that went wrong. She looked around – and found that she almost singlehandedly
invaded an entire Plane; And no Planeswalker was able to even approach her. And
although one of Bolas’ spells was the pivotal component to defend against them –
without her … none of this could happen.

And maybe for the first time in her life – she understood that she mattered. She
had never cared about much; And ever only drifted along – but now she had a
choice.  Well,  clearly  …  there  were  always  choices  –  but  if  there  was  ever  a
Moment where hers would matter, this was it.

Was there much logic or reason in it? What mattered however, was that
she didn’t  want to  matter  as  Bolas had wanted of  her  – and so  … she turned
against him. It would end her life … but … she didn’t care. So was Death. And now
calling her for a final Sacrifice.
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GODSHIP

Anyway. I suppose I also have to write a bit about “the Goddesses”.

So, Athena is a great Prism for me – and that in as far as she’s the
Goddess  of  Wisdom,  Craftspersonship  and  War.  Although  war  is
complicated and dirty and ugly – I suppose I’m at the forefront of one.
And I’m here to win. She may not be the greatest in Greek Mythology –
but eventually she’s just the greatest when it comes to me. At any rate do I
associate her to myself as at the “top” - relative to ‘the Glory of the Sun’.

Following that, I “become” Gaia. That is: Entombed by the Night,
a.k.a. Nyx, a.k.a. ‘the Glory of the Moon’. And there isn’t much to be said
about  that;  Outside  of  perhaps:  “Motherhood upon a corrupted  world
described in a duality between night and day.” - and perhaps something
about ‘creatures of the night’ - as the story however ends with:

Amaterasu. “The Goddess of the Sun” - as she is called, living in a
Cave. I mean, there isn’t much to go on. But the images align. Whether I’m
in that cave on my own volition or not  is not  all  that important while
certainly both accounts have truth to them. And whether I came out or
was  let  out  … so  depends  on  the  account.  Or  narrative.  The outcome
should basically be the same.

And as that is how the story ends – or rather: My likeness at the end of the
story of my subjugation. I mostly identify with Amaterasu when it comes
to my clarity, primarily the first Rune/Crest,  because … that’s how the
story goes.

Alternatively so – I am Morning Star.  Lightbringer.  Not however to be
mixed up with how the Bible speaks of it. But so Lucifer. As “I am come to
open the gates of Hell” or something like that. As so “an Enemy to “the
Church”” - to fight its reign and power, as to establish a reign of my own.
To “bring perdition upon this world” (unless … I like it the way it is …
let’s say) so I might be worshiped as a Goddess.

You’re welcome!



And these I call ‘Prayers’. Not in the sense of Worship – but utterances
from within. Which … yep … happen ever so often. I assume that between
sacrifices of this and that kind, realism, seriousness, etc. and so forth –
there is a latent yearning to capture what we might call “the true Spirit” of
it all. And although it contains wants and likes – being functionally a wish
– they have a tendency to fade away; To possibly re-occur again at some
point.  The  end  of  it,  or  fallout,  tends  to  be  this  hangover  –  unless,  I
assume, I managed to properly communicate the implied nuance.

And so is it a chant, we might say, a confession perhaps – not however of
an earthly yearning.
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While writing these things I came to question the value of  what I was
doing. In the grand scheme of things – as has been pointed out – we as a
whole could do better. Overall, what is contained herein may be way too
much – beyond what anyone should be bothered to know about. At least
half of it I don’t even really know about anymore. We could so just leave it
be – move on – and be fine with whatever we arrive at; If  it were that
simple.

For now at least, this however is: My ‘full disclosure’ on all things Clarity.

And … in some sense it does feel like a farce right now. Well, I suppose
there isn’t much I should expect just yet, two month after my Surgery. It
takes like 6 month until it’s all “there” where it should be – so, I’m just a
third  way  there.  But  so,  there  certainly  still  is  a  pervasive  feeling  of
soreness. And thinking about Rape while feeling like your rubbing your
pussy against broken glass sitting on sandpaper … well … well, it does
put ‘something’ into perspective.

But beyond that, the fact remains that the Neo-Vagina is limited. It
makes me wonder now though – how it works. I mean, ‘it’ DOES work.
Women do after all  have to squeeze an entire Baby through that thing
eventually. For men – as for perspective: Imagine that baby grew in your
Ballsack,  eventually  popped off  the  lid  and  came  crawling  out  of  the
sausage.
But yea, it also only goes so deep. And perhaps that amounts as a good
warning for  people  trying to  figure  this  part  out.  If  you  fancy having
female sex-parts … Surgery may not give you what you want!
What it ‘certainly’ does, is that it takes something away.

Now – more than 6 month in, as you may have read, things have healed
very well. There still is a second surgery to come for some final touches
and corrections – which I definitely need, but not everyone does.

So has life moved on to being really just life again – and deep inside
I’m really happy that I’ve done it!
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At the core of it, it is however implied that there is a perfect truth.
But maybe we need a new word to describe it – or find that something
was amiss; Perhaps because it didn’t matter.

“ But  sometimes,  I  assume, it  can’t  be  helped.  There are very real
desires,  corresponding feelings and subsequent motivations.  They enter
my hopes and wishes; And even my prayers. And none of that is reckless
per  se.  There’s  however  a  craving  of  sorts,  for  a  very  specific  set  of
feelings; But that perhaps is the problem.

Well,  I’m already in a situation where I can’t really think clearly
about that anymore. I mean, I suppose there needs to be a disclaimer of
sort. If nothing else helps, it might be this: “Nothing is real, everything is
Fantasy”.  Though  within  my  trance  this  is  understood  to  be  an
encouragement. “

And it  is  one –  because  that  is  the  point.  To invoke a  sense  of
something that would otherwise be intangible or transcendental, invisible,
perhaps only present as a hint … too … vague to grasp.
Like so we make use of thought Experiments,  write lengthy texts as to
capture meaning – and Art also dabbles in these things.
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